
If you are arrested:  DON'T PANIC. Stay quiet and wait for 
them to let you out. Answer NO COMMENT to all questions  .  

On arrest, you are entitled to be told what you have been arrested for.

In order to be granted bail you need to give your name and a verifiable 
address.  You do not have to give any other info, though it may delay your 
release if you do not also give them your date of birth (DOB). Your photo, prints 
and DNA can be taken without your consent.
REMAIN SILENT We strongly recommend you answer 'no comment' to all 
questions and during interviews - for your own benefit as well as that of others. 
From the moment you are stopped, everything you say is evidence - there is no 
such thing as a 'friendly chat'. The police are trained to get information out of 
you, so stay strong. Do not sign any statements.
You can have one phone call made on your behalf, informing someone of your 
arrest. You can call  the campaign support number if you wish and they can 
inform others of your arrest and try to arrange to have someone meet you on 
your release: 07926423033.

TO ACCESS FREE LEGAL ADVICE. If you want to see a solicitor we recommend 
Kellys of Brighton 01273674898  (out of hours pager: 0800 387 463). They may 
offer you the duty solicitor but these are unlikely to be experienced in activist 
cases and may not offer the best advice. It may be better to say ‘no comment’ 
until release and then get good quality legal advice tailored to activists. 

----- On stop & search and giving your name and address------

• No search power gives the police the power to require you to give your name 
and address (or DOB, ethnicity or signature). It undermines others to give it – 
so don’t, if you don’t have to. It helps not to have brought anything with your 
personal details on with you.   
• The police can only give you a pat down, remove outer clothes (coat, jacket, 
hat), search your bags, and have you empty pockets, otherwise they must take 
you to private area. You do not have to explain why you are there. 
• However, there are some limited circumstances when the police have 
a power to arrest you for failing to disclose your name and address. 
The main one is if you are a driver of a motor vehicle on the road, when you 
also need to give your DOB, or if you are involved in a road traffic accident. 
(including on bicycle or as a pedestrian). They can also arrest you for failing to 
give your name and address if they suspect you of anti social behaviour (s50 of 
Police Reform Act 2002) . Police can fingerprint you before arrest if they 
suspect you of an offence and can’t establish your name and address or think 
you have given a false one (s61 PACE). 
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